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Multiplexing and demultiplexing of optical orbital angular momentum (OAM) are critical operations in mode-
division multiplexing communications. Traditional Dammann gratings, spiral phase planes, and optical geomet-
ric transformations are regarded as convenient methods for OAM mode (de)multiplexing. However, crosstalk
between the different modes and the difficulty of mode multiplexing greatly limit their application to mode-
division multiplexing communications. Here, using a set of inversely-designed phase planes, we demonstrate
an OAM (de)multiplexer based on multiphase plane light conversion that can enable perfect OAM multiplexing
communication. The sorted patterns are Gaussian-like and can be coupled easily into single-mode fiber arrays.
Inputs from the fiber array are turned into coaxial OAM modes after the phase planes. OAM mode crosstalk
generated by the multiplexer is less than −20 dB, with insertion loss of less than 2.6 dB. OAM modes are sorted
by the demultiplexer with mode crosstalk below −10 dB, and the sorting results are coupled to the fiber array.
OAM modes carrying 10 Gbit/s on–off keying signals were transmitted in a 5 km few-mode fiber. The measured
bit-error-rate curves have power penalties of less than 10 dB. The proposed configuration is highly efficient and
convenient and will be beneficial for potential applications in quantum information, information processing,
and optical communications. © 2022 Chinese Laser Press

https://doi.org/10.1364/PRJ.458474

1. INTRODUCTION

In 1992, Allen et al. revealed that an optical vortex carries
orbital angular momentum (OAM) of lℏ per photon and that
its wavefront is in a helical form that can be expressed as
exp�ilφ�, where l is the topological charge and φ is the azimu-
thal angle [1,2]. Since then, OAM beams have attracted major
research attention worldwide, and these beams have been used
widely in optical microphotography [3–5], optical metrology
[6], optical measurement applications [7], optical manipulation
[8–10], and high-dimensional quantum information process-
ing [11–15]. The orthogonality among the OAM modes
provides a new degree of freedom for optical multiplexing com-
munications [16–19]. In addition, OAM is compatible with
traditional multiplexing techniques (e.g., wavelength-, time-,
and polarization-division multiplexing) [16,17,20]. Because of
this, OAM mode multiplexing communications have become
increasingly popular in recent years. In 2012 and 2013, OAM
mode multiplexing communications were demonstrated in free

space and in optical fibers, respectively [21,22]. To date, how-
ever, the (de)multiplexing processes for OAM modes and, par-
ticularly, the multiplexing process remain a critical problem
that prevents practical application of mode multiplexing com-
munications. In early reports on this problem, conventional
bulky optical elements were adopted for OAM generation and
detection, including spatial light modulators (SLMs) [23], spi-
ral phase planes [24], optical fork gratings or Dammann gra-
tings [25–27], and interferometric methods [28]. In 2010,
Berkhout et al. proposed an approach with near-perfect effi-
ciency for free-space OAM demultiplexing based on an optical
geometric transformation [29,30]. Subsequently, other re-
searchers developed fanout and spiral transformation methods
to improve the performance of this approach [31–34]. In ad-
dition, Yu et al. added a cylindrical lens to shape the sorted
pattern into a Gaussian-like pattern [35]. After the meta-
surface was introduced in 2011 [36], many compact OAM
(de)multiplexing devices were proposed based on this structure,
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including OAM generation using geometric metasurfaces [37],
OAM detection through plasmonic metasurfaces [38–41], and
on-chip metagratings and inversely-designed metasurfaces for
OAM (de)multiplexing [42,43]. However, these devices are
not applicable to OAM (de)multiplexing communications,
particularly for OAM multiplexing, because of their low sort-
ing or mode conversion efficiencies and low compatibility
between the sorted pattern and the basic mode of a single-
mode fiber.

Among these OAM (de)multiplexing techniques, multi-
phase plane light conversion (MPLC) [44–49], optical neural
networks [50,51], and machine learning [52,53] are drawing
increasing attention because of their solid performance levels
and high flexibility. However, the number of phase planes re-
quired affects the practical performance, especially in terms of
the mode conversion efficiency [44,49]. For symmetrical
modes such as Hermit–Gaussian modes, the number of phase
planes can be reduced greatly by introducing a symmetrical
boundary condition [47,48]. For OAM modes, it is expected
to achieve efficient and low crosstalk (de)multiplexing via
inversely-designed MPLC.

In this work, we propose and demonstrate an OAM multi-
plexing communication technique based on MPLC that
can enable perfect OAM (de)multiplexing by using a set of
inversely-designed phase planes through a wavefront-matching
algorithm. The proposed configuration only requires five phase
planes to accomplish both OAM mode multiplexing and de-
multiplexing perfectly. These phase planes are fabricated on
a silicon wafer using three cycles of a mask lithography pro-
cedure. The sorted pattern is a near-perfect Gaussian beam that
is compatible with the base mode of a single-mode fiber and
can be coupled easily into a single-mode fiber. Conversely,
the light coming from a single-mode fiber array will be con-
verted into a series of coaxial OAMmodes after passing through
the five phase planes. The mode conversion performed through
these five optimized phase planes provides high-quality demul-
tiplexing spots, high process efficiency, and low mode crosstalk.
More importantly, the proposed configuration is both a perfect
mode sorter and a perfect mode multiplexer simultaneously.
In addition, the bit-error-rate (BER) curve shows that the
OAM (de)multiplexer based onMPLC offers high performance
for fiber communications.

2. PRINCIPLE AND MODE ANALYSIS OF
INVERSELY-DESIGNED MPLC

The OAM multiplexer presented here converts multiple chan-
nels of independent input Gaussian beams into corresponding
high-order coaxial OAM modes. There is no analytic function
expression for inversely-designed MPLC when using the wave-
front-matching method. The OAM multiplexer based on the
MPLC method realizes its mode conversion function by using
multiple phase planes, and the phase distribution of the phase
plane can be calculated using the wavefront-matching algo-
rithm. Wavefront matching means that forward-propagating
light fields should be matched with backward-propagating light
fields at any position in the space. In the wavefront-matching
algorithm, the phase distribution of the phase plane Φ is equal
to the superposition of the conjugate input light field (I�) of N

separate channels and the output light field (O) of N orders in
the phase plane:

Φ � arg

�XN
i�1

I∗ · O
�
: (1)

The input light field and the output light field can be de-
termined by using the angular spectrum algorithm. The phase
plane is updated, and the iterative calculation involved is re-
peated until the algorithm converges to provide the phase dis-
tribution of the phase plane.

Figure 1(a) shows a schematic of the OAM multiplexer
based on inversely-designed MPLC. The inverse-design process
is sensitive to the initial value of the phase mask and is oriented
via algorithm optimization. We establish our optimization ob-
jective function by determining the best conversion efficiency
for the light field that is given by the overlapping integral be-
tween the generated mode and the ideal mode jhϕoutput

k jϕideal
k ij2

and the crosstalk between the light fields jhϕoutput
k jϕideal

k 0 ij2,
where ϕoutput

k represents the output spatial mode with a mode
index of k, and ϕideal

k 0 is the ideal spatial mode with a mode
index of k 0. Figure 1(b) shows the MPLC optimization flow-
chart. The above is combined with the particle swarm optimi-
zation algorithm to find the optimal solution for the design,
including (1) the beam waist diameter of the input Gaussian
beam, (2) the input fiber array pitches, (3) the number of phase
planes (P1, P2, P3, P4, P5), (4) the distance between the light
source and the first phase plane, (5) the spacing arrangement
for the phase planes, and (6) the diameter of the output beam.
The search parameters are updated during the iterative process
to calculate the objective optimization function value, and,
each time the objective optimization function is improved,
the new parameter value is recorded. To escape from the local
optimal solution in the design, the mask obtained in each de-
sign iteration can be used as the initial value for the next iter-
ation to optimize the parameter search again. We found that
there was no need to gain the best value from the first iteration
because the design process is initially conducted based on a
mask, and we gained better value from performing several iter-
ation processes.

The phase mask is composed of five phase planes, each of
which has dimensions of 4.8 mm × 4.8 mm. The phase pro-
files for the five inversely-designed phase planes are shown
in Fig. 1(c). After the optimization, we found that the phase
plate P1 is acting as an element superimposing a cylindrical lens
phase and a grating gradient phase. The phase of P2 is em-
ployed to compensate the grating gradient phase of the light
field after the light passes through the first phase plane. The
phase of P3 is acting as a phase corrector. Finally, P4 and P5
are used as beam combiner converters to realize the transfor-
mation from the strip light spots to the doughnut shapes of
OAM. The phase optimization process shows that the algo-
rithm has assisted to find a better optical field evolution path
from the Gaussian spots to the OAM beams and thus realize
efficient mode transformation. The devices that were manufac-
tured on a silicon wafer via three cycles of photolithography and
etching are illustrated in Fig. 1(d); the fabrication procedures
are shown in Appendix A. The fabricated phase masks are re-
flective devices with eight phase levels ranging between 0 and
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2π at 1550 nm, corresponding to etching depths between 0 and
775 nm. The surfaces of the phase masks are then coated with
110 nm gold layers to improve their reflectivity. The pixel size
of the phase mask is 8 μm. To achieve the purpose of generat-
ing center coaxial modes, the input Gaussian light located far-
ther from the center requires a more dramatic phase gradient to
change its diffraction angle during propagation than that at the
central incident spot.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

The reflective OAM multiplexer is shown in Fig. 2(a), where
the phase mask for the OAM (de)multiplexer contains five

phase planes. The fiber array and the microlens array output
11 collimated Gaussian beams that pass through five phase
planes accurately by adjusting the phase mask and the mirror
[49]. The pitch for the fiber array and the microlens array is
250 μm. The distance between the light source and the first
phase plane is 44 mm; the distance between adjacent phase
planes is 70 mm. The waist diameter of the input beam is
110 μm; the waist diameter of the output beam is 400 μm.
The 11 Gaussian beams are input into different positions in
the OAM multiplexer and converted into the −5th to 5th
orders of OAM for coaxial transmission. The insertion losses of
the OAM from the −5th to 5th orders are less than 2.6 dB,

Fig. 1. OAM mode transformation via an inversely-designed multiphase plane light conversion. (a) Multiphase planes are designed to perform
reversible mode conversion between multiple axial OAM modes and a Gaussian spot array. (b) MPLC optimization flowchart; OBF, optimization
objective function. (c) Phase distributions for the five designed phase planes. (d) Corresponding microscopic images of the fabricated devices.
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including the phase mask, mirror, and mode conversion losses.
Here, the insertion loss is defined as

IL � 10 log
Pout

P in

, (2)

where Pout is the measured output power of the generated
OAM mode, and Pin is the power of the incident Gaussian
beam. Figures 2(b) and 2(c) show the numerical simulation re-
sults for the intensity profiles and the phases of the generated
coaxial OAM with topological charges ranging from −5th to
5th, respectively. In the experiments, the intensity profiles of
the generated OAM were captured directly using an infrared
charge-coupled device (CCD) [Fig. 2(d)]. From the intensity
profiles of the generated OAM, we find that the size of the

ring increases when the OAM topological charge increases.
However, the phase profile of the OAM is difficult to measure
directly during the experiment. Therefore, we reconstructed the
OAM phase in the experiment via off-axis holography (see
Appendix B). Figure 2(e) shows the phase of the OAM restored
using off-axis holography. It is observed from the OAM phase
that the number of rotating fringes is equal to the number of
topological charges of OAM, the positive-order OAM rotates
counterclockwise; the negative-order OAM rotates clockwise.
These experimental results are basically consistent with the cal-
culated results.

The measured phases of the OAM are consistent with the
calculated phases of the OAM. By a process of correlation of all
the generated OAM, we extracted the OAM crosstalk matrix,

Fig. 2. (a) Reflective OAM multiplexer based on MPLC. Calculated images of (b) the OAM intensity profile and (c) the phase of the OAM.
(d) Intensity profiles of the OAM generated by MPLC in the experiments. (e) Reconstructed phase profiles for the OAM generated from off-axis
holography. (f ) Measured mode crosstalk matrix for the OAM. (g) Conversion efficiency and (h) maximum mode crosstalk of the OAMmultiplexer
over the C-band and the L-band wavelengths.
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as shown in Fig. 2(f ). The mode crosstalk of the OAM gen-
erated by MPLC is less than −20 dB and is mainly generated
by imperfect fabrication and misalignment during the experi-
ment. The crosstalk between OAMmodes with the topological
charges m and n is defined as

Crosstalkn,m � 10 · log
�
Pn

Pm

�
, (3)

where Pm is the measured output power of the designed target
mode, and Pn is the measured output power of the unwanted
mode. Use of a phase mask for MPLC with more phase levels
can further reduce the mode crosstalk of the OAM. Error tol-
erance determines that MPLC can be used in broadband. We
observed the conversion efficiency of the OAM multiplexer at
different wavelengths. These wavelengths covered the C-band
and the L-band, as shown in Fig. 2(g). The disparity among the
conversion efficiencies of OAM multiplexers operating at dif-
ferent wavelengths is less than 20%. We also measured the
mode crosstalk at C-band and the L-band for the OAM gen-
erated by the multiplexer; the maximum mode crosstalk is
shown in Fig. 2(h). The mode crosstalk varies by 4.5 dB be-
tween the C-band and the L-band wavelengths. Therefore, the
proposed OAM multiplexer based on inversely-designed
MPLC is a wide-bandwidth photonic device.

MPLC can also be used in OAM demultiplexing. The
MPLC technique based on inverse design must design the
phase plane according to the incident beam waist diameter,
which places strict requirements on the incident beam. Few
mode fibers can be encapsulated in a graded index lens (G-lens)
and control the beam waist diameter based on the focal
length of G-lens. Therefore, the OAM generated by the OAM

multiplexer is coupled to the few-mode fiber via a G-lens, and
the total system loss is less than 12 dB. The commercial few-
mode fiber used is a step-type fiber with a core diameter of
16 μm that supports OAM transmission from the −3rd to
�3rd orders. We demonstrate the OAM with topology from
−3rd to 3rd generated by MPLC is transmitted in a few-mode
fiber. The OAM output from a 5 km few-mode fiber is shown
in Fig. 3(a). The OAM output from the G-lens can then be
sorted by MPLC. Limited by the commercial few-mode fibers
that were available, we only demonstrated OAM sorting from
the −3rd to �3rd orders of OAM. Figure 3(b) shows the
incident OAM from the −3rd to �3rd orders. The order of
the OAM is equal to the number of 0–2π phase changes,
and the positive and negative orders represent the directions
of these phase changes. The incident OAM is converted into
a Gaussian beam by passing through the P5, P4, P3, P2, and P1
phase planes in sequence. The calculated OAM sorting result is
a Gaussian spot that has a displacement proportional to the
incident OAM order, as shown in Fig. 3(c). The light spots
shown are Gaussian spots, which are suitable for free-space-
to-fiber coupling. Using the zeroth-order OAM as a reference,
the positive (negative) OAM orders are offset toward the right
(left). The experimental results of OAM sorting are consistent
with the calculated results, as shown in Fig. 3(d). There is some
crosstalk on both sides of the sorted results. We extracted the
intensity distributions of the sorting spots from computational
and experimental images. Figures 3(e) and 3(f ) show the cal-
culated and measured intensity distributions, respectively, of
the OAM sorting results from the −3rd order to the �3rd
order. The distance between the adjacent Gaussian spots is
250 μm, which matches the fiber array dimensions. We couple

Fig. 3. (a) OAM generated by MPLC is transmitted in few-mode fiber. (b) Input OAM from −3rd to 3rd orders. (c) Calculated OAM sorting
results with displacements proportional to the incident OAM order. (d) Experimental results of OAM sorting as captured using an infrared camera.
(e) Calculated and (f ) measured sorting results for intensity distributions with orders ranging from −3rd to �3rd.
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the Gaussian spots to a single-mode fiber array through a mi-
crolens array with total system loss of less than 14 dB. Further,
the power meter detection shows that the crosstalk of the differ-
ent orders of the OAM is less than −10 dB. Crosstalk and large
insertion loss are caused by side lobes. The side lobes in the
sorted OAM beams come from the high-order diffraction prop-
erties of the devices.

In this work, we have demonstrated OAM multiplexing
communication based on two MPLC devices, where one was
used as an OAM multiplexer and the other used as an OAM
demultiplexer. Figure 4(a) shows the experimental setup for
OAM multiplexing-based fiber communication using MPLC.
A 1550 nm laser beam is modulated to carry a 10 Gbit/s on–off
keying signal from a pattern generator; this beam is then split
into two branches using a coupler. Two channels are then con-
verted to produce coaxial OAM via an OAM multiplexer. The
G-lens couples the coaxial OAM to a few-mode fiber for trans-
mission over 5 km. The coaxial OAM is incident on the OAM
demultiplexer from the G-lens at the other end of the few-mode
fiber. The polarization controller is then adjusted carefully to
ensure that the OAM is demultiplexed sufficiently. The coaxial
OAM demultiplexing results are coupled into a single-mode
fiber array for BER testing. Figure 4(b) shows the BER of co-
axial OAM communication in 5 km few-mode fiber with the
power penalties less than 10 dB. The BER curve illustrates that
the OAM (de)multiplexer based on MPLC is suitable for use in

optical fiber communications. Figures 4(c) and 4(d) show the
eye diagrams for the OAM topological charges of 1 and 3, re-
spectively. The eye diagrams for two OAM channels are both
with clear opens and small slopes, which indicate the excellent
performance of MPLC in OAM multiplexed communication.
The big opens show the good signal-to-noise ratio, and the
crossings illustrate the small jitter of the signal. The similarity
between the two diagrams indicates a consistent good perfor-
mance of MPLC device over all the multiplexing OAM
channels.

4. CONCLUSION

In summary, we have proposed and experimentally demon-
strated an OAM mode (de)multiplexer based on inversely-
designed MPLC. The proposed device is shown to be a good
OAM mode multiplexer and a good mode sorter. After passing
through the five phase planes, the coaxial OAM modes can be
transferred smoothly into spatially separated Gaussian beams
and vice versa. The mode (de)multiplexing process shows an
insertion loss of less than 2.6 dB and mode crosstalk less than
−20 dB. Additionally, the proposed device is also a broad-
band device and works well over the C-band and the L-band
range, which demonstrates a considerable advantage when
compared with conventional OAM (de)multiplexing devices.
In the OAM mode multiplexing communication experiment,

Fig. 4. (a) Experimental setup for OAM multiplexing-based fiber communication using MPLC; PPG, programmable pulse generator; MZM,
Mach–Zehnder modulator; PC, polarization controller; VOA, variable optical attenuator; EDFA, erbium-doped fiber amplifier; BPF, bandpass
filter; PD, photodetector; PED, programmable error detector. (b) Measured BERs of the multiplexed coaxial OAM mode channels in 5 km few-
mode fiber communications; eye diagrams of OAM for (c) l � 1 and (d) l � 3.
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the OAM (de)multiplexer demonstrates high performance.
More importantly, the proposed inverse design method is gen-
eral and can be used in multidimensional multiplexing, e.g., for
a mode and wavelength-based hybrid multiplexer.

APPENDIX A: MPLC DEVICE FABRICATION

The optimized five phase planes [P1, P2, P3, P4, and P5 in
Fig. 1(c)] are designed for a wavelength at 1550 nm. The cor-
responding phase delay Φ is transferred to a reflection distance
that is related to the etching depth on the silicon wafer as
h � Φλ

4π . For the convenience of fabrication, the etching depth
h is discretized as eight-level, which can be easily realized
through a three-step UV mask aligner lithography. For a reflec-
tor at 1550 nm, an etching depth of 775 nm corresponds to a
2π phase delay. Dividing 775 nm into eight steps, then each
etching step is 97 nm. The phase diagram is converted into
matrix of 0 to 8 corresponding to a 3 bit binary number.
Each bit of the three-digit binary number corresponds to a
mask. The corresponding etching depth of the first mask is
388 nm, the etching depth of the second mask is 194 nm,
and the etching depth of the third mask is 97 nm. The fabri-
cation procedure is illustrated in Fig. 5. A thin layer of UV
photoresist is spin-coated on a silicon wafer; then, the silicon
wafer covered with first mask is exposed under UV light.
After development, the silicon wafer is etched to a depth of
388 nm. Then, the silicon wafer is cleaned, and the UV photo-
resist is spin-coated to perform the second lithography with the
second mask; the corresponding etching depth is 194 nm.
Repeat the above steps and then expose the third mask to
a corresponding etching depth of 97 nm. The surface of the

fabricated silicon wafer is then coated with 110 nm gold to
improve the reflectivity.

APPENDIX B: OFF-AXIS HOLOGRAPHIC
RECONSTRUCTION OF OAM PHASE

In the experiment, we reconstructed the amplitude and phase
of the OAM mode profile generated by the device using an off-
axis digital holography [Fig. 6(a)]. After the beam is generated
from the laser, the optical fiber is divided into a signal arm and a
reference arm, which is adjusted by two polarization controllers
to achieve consistent polarization. The beam splitter is used to
combine the beam coherence, and the infrared camera is used
to capture the interference image [Fig. 6(b)]. The amplitude
and phase information of the OAM beam is recorded in the
interferogram. The −1st,�1st, and 0th orders can be separated

Fig. 5. MPLC device fabrication procedure.

Fig. 6. Characterization apparatus of MPLC. (a) Setup of MPLC
off-axis digital holography. (b) Interference pattern of OAM.
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by a Fourier transform of the obtained interference image. The
amplitude and phase of the light field can be recovered by an
inverse Fourier transform. By restoring the intensity and phase
information of all modes, we can obtain the transmission ma-
trix of the device.

By the correlation among all the generated OAM, we extract
the OAM crosstalk matrix for the OAM as shown in Fig. 2(f ).
The mode crosstalk of OAM generated by MPLC is lower than
−20 dB, mainly from the imperfect fabrication and misalign-
ment in the experiment.
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